DEAR PARTICIPANTS!

The BSSSC Youth Event 2017 offers an opportunity to create new ideas, partnerships and life lasting friendships. It’s time to gain a loads of new knowledge about how to be active at the Baltic Sea!

The BSSSC Youth Event will be organized in Trebnitz, Germany back-to-back with the 25th BSSSC Annual Conference in Potsdam. There will be three participatory workshops addressing currently important themes of Baltic Togetherness, Cultural Heritage and Baltic Action Plan 2030. The results of the workshops will be presented at the BSSSC Annual Conference.

Youth event: 18th September 16.30- 20th September 18:00 at Schloß Trebnitz Platz der Jugend 6 15374 Müncheberg OT Trebnitz www.schloss-trebnitz.de

25th BSSSC Conference: 21th September 09.30- 22th September 13.00 at Kongresshotel Potsdam

MORE INFORMATION: MS MAŁGORZATA LUDWICZEK BSSSC WGYP COORDINATOR MLUDWICZEK(A)WZP.PL MS ANITA GUTH COORDINATOR TREBNITZ GUTH(A)SCHLOSS-TREBNITZ.DE